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ABSTRACT

Many recent QA models retrieve answers from passages, rather
than whole documents, due to the limitations of deep learning
models with limited context size. However, this approach ignores
important document-level cues that can be crucial in answering
questions. This paper reviews three open-domain QA benchmarks
from a document-level perspective and finds that they are biased to-
wards passage-level information. Out of 17,000 assessed questions,
82 were identified as requiring document-level reasoning and could
not be answered by passage-basedmodels. Document-level retrieval
(BM25) outperformed both dense and sparse passage-level retrieval
on these questions, highlighting the need for more evaluation of
models’ ability to understand documents, an often-overlooked chal-
lenge in open-domain QA.
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• Information systems→ Test collections; Retrieval effective-
ness; Question answering; Document representation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Retrieving candidate documents that contain potential answer(s) is
at the core of Open-domain Question Answering (QA) whose main
goal is to find answers to information-seeking questions over a
massive collection of long documents. A broad range of retrieval
models have been adopted for this purpose, from sparse retrievers
such as BM25 [45, 53] to dense retrievers [27], retrieval-augmented
∗Work done while at University of Alberta.
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Q: In which year was the word panache added to English?

Cyrano de Bergerac is a play written in 1897 by 
Edmond Rostand…

The play has been translated and performed 
many times, and is responsible for introducing 
the word “panache” into the English language.

   Cyrano de Bergerac (play)
Cyrano de Bergerac is a play written in 1897 by Edmond Rostand. Although 
there was a real Cyrano de Bergerac, the play is a fictionalisation following the 
broad outlines of his life.

The entire play is written in verse, in rhyming couplets of twelve syllables per 
line, very close to the classical alexandrine form, , but the verses sometimes 
lack a caesura. It is also meticulously researched, down to the names of the 
members of the Académie française and the "dames précieuses" glimpsed 
before the performance in the first scene.

The play has been translated and performed many times, and is responsible for 
introducing the word “panache” into the English language. Cyrano (the 
character) is in fact famed for his panache, and he himself makes reference to 
"my panache" in the play. The two most famous English translations are those 
by Brian Hooker and Anthony Burgess.

Hercule Savinien Cyrano de Bergerac, a cadet (nobleman serving as a soldier) 
in the French Army, is a brash, strong-willed man of many talents. In addition 
to being a remarkable duelist, he is a gifted, joyful poet and is also a musician. 
However, he has an extremely large nose, which causes him to doubt himself. 
This doubt prevents him from expressing his love for his distant cousin, the 
beautiful and intellectual Roxane, as he believes that his ugliness would 
prevent him the “dream of being loved by even an ugly woman.”

The play opens in Paris, 1640, In the theatre of the Hôtel Burgundy… A: 1897

Figure 1: An example question that highlights the impor-

tance of document-level reasoning in retrieving passages.

models [6, 34], and more recently, large language models [7, 12, 36].
Shared among all these models is the granularity of retrieval. In
particular, the standard practice is to split long documents — e.g.,
Wikipedia articles — into fixed-length passages [51].

The ubiquity of passage retrieval is rooted in the struggles of QA
models, even large language models [7], in capturing long-range
dependencies within documents [28]. In the deep learning era, the
limited context size of neural models [2, 19] is another contributing
factor to the popularity of passage retrieval. Nonetheless, passage
retrieval has repeatedly proven to be effective on a range of open-
domain QA benchmarks [14, 27, 51].

The key assumption in passage retrieval is that the knowledge
source is substantial or has enough redundancy such that the an-
swer can be found somewhere in a localized context [14]. Docu-
ments are written in a logically-structured manner and follow a
cohesive narrative [25]. By carving their discourse into passages, the
relationship among different parts of documents (e.g., coreferences)
is not maintained. These issues introduce additional challenges that
can impede models from answering some questions. For example,
in Figure 1, the key information to answer the question is dispersed
in two paragraphs that are distant from each another.

In this paper, our goal is to examine (1) how much the current
open-domain QA benchmarks test for document-level reasoning,
and (2) whether passage-based models are able to identify answers
in the absence of document-level evidence. To this end, we conduct
a pilot study over a small set of manually-crafted questions — e.g.,
the question in Figure 1 — to verify if passage-based pipelines fail
when document-level evidence is required. Motivated by this ob-
servation, we explore the prevalence of such questions in existing
open-domain QA datasets by carrying out document-level retrieval
on three widely adopted open-domain QA datasets — i.e., Natural
Questions-open [33], TriviaQA [26], and WebQuestions [5]. We
find 325 questions for which document-level retrieval outperforms
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passage-level retrieval. We manually audit these questions and find
only 82 questions that require document-level reasoning to answer.
These questions are factoid questions with no composite structure,
unlike multi-hop questions that may also require reasoning over
long contexts. Our analysis reveals that these benchmarks are heav-
ily skewed toward questions where passage-level information is
sufficient, thus lacking long-context reasoning. Our data is released
at https://github.com/ehsk/DocReasoning-OpenQA.

Our contributions include: (1) providing an in-depth analysis
of three widely adopted open-domain QA benchmarks to identify
questions for which document-level evidence is critical, and (2)
curating a subset of 82 questions from existing benchmarks to un-
derscore the limitations in evaluation of document-level reasoning,
where models often fail. Our goal is to encourage further research
and benchmarks that require more than passage-level reasoning.

2 RELATEDWORK

Retrieval in open-domain QA. In the deep learning era, open-domain
QA models are streamlined to retriever-reader pipelines. DrQA
[10] pioneered two-stage pipelines where retrieval is carried out
using TF-IDF at the document level. Subsequent work [13, 32, 44,
50] added a re-ranking step that recalibrates retrieval scores for
paragraphs or sentences, derived from retrieved documents. Yang
et al. empirically showed that retrieval at paragraph-level yields
better results [54]. Wang et al. found that fixed-length overlapping
passages, in contrast to paragraphs as actual units of discourse,
work best for retrieval [51]. With the rise of dense retrievers [9] and
retrieval-augmented models [34], recent models [22, 27, 29, 33, 52]
have switched to passage retrieval outright.

Document modelling in QA. Document retrieval is generally approx-
imated via evidence from passages [8], also known as passage-based
document retrieval [30], because the ability to identify localized
contexts that can be captured via passage retrieval is instrumental
in QA. In this avenue, many studies [4, 18, 40] aggregated passage
scores to rank documents, with recent models leveraging neural
models for aggregation [1, 21, 35, 46]. A simple aggregation method
is to use the score of the first passage, or the best passage as a proxy
for document scores [15]. In closed-domain QA, numerous efforts
[11, 39, 49, 56] leveraged document structure to answer questions.
In line with this work, we suggest that a combination of two gran-
ularity levels — i.e., document and passage — should be considered
for open-domain QA.

Reasoning in QA. Datasets with different types of reasoning [16, 20,
38, 43, 55] are prolific in QA. Among the various types of complex
questions, multi-hop questions may require document-level reason-
ing if the multiple pieces of evidence to answer a question are taken
from the same document. Multi-hop questions are generally written
with a composite structure to connect multiple statements together.
In contrast, our questions in this paper are simple factoid questions
with no composite structure. The need for document-level reason-
ing does not hinge on how questions are written and in fact, is
a byproduct of how documents are written. Another related line
of work is long context QA in closed-domain settings [17] where
questions are asked given a long context.

3 METHOD

3.1 Materials

Datasets. We use the following three widely-used information-
seeking QA datasets:

(1) Natural Questions-open (NQ-open) [33]: Originally de-
rived from Natural Questions (NQ) [31], this dataset serves
as an established benchmark for factual question answering.
NQ is curated from Google search queries for which answers
can be found in Wikipedia. Since the original test set in NQ
is hidden, the original dev set that contains 3,610 questions
is used as an unseen test set [27, 33].

(2) TriviaQA (TQA) [26]: TQA is comprised of trivia questions
mined from a variety of quiz-league websites. Similar to NQ-
open, the dev set of TQA with 11,313 questions is used as
the test data since the original test set is hidden [27].

(3) WebQuestions (WQ) [5]: Consisting of 2,032 questions,
this dataset was collected for QA over knowledge bases. In
WQ, questions are obtained from the Google Suggest API
and the answers are entities whose corresponding Freebase
IDs were annotated.

Retrieval Models. BM25 is a widely employed sparse retriever for
open-domain QA, which treats text as a bag of words. We employ
BM25 for both passage retrieval and document retrieval. For dense
retrieval, we adopt ANCE [52], a prominent dense retriever for
open-domain QA, whose model checkpoints are publicly available.
In summary, we use three retrievers throughout the paper: ANCE
and BM25 for passage retrieval, and BM25 for document retrieval.

3.2 Document retrieval vs. Passage retrieval

To understand when document-level reasoning is appropriate, we
first need to compare the output of document retrieval against pas-
sage retrieval results. However, the ranking of candidate documents
is not directly comparable to the ranking of candidate passages be-
cause of the disparity in their granularity levels, passage vs. docu-
ment. To overcome this problem, we compute the text volume, which
we define as the minimum number of tokens that must be read to
find an answer in the retrieved results, equalizing the two granular-
ity levels. More specifically, given that each document/passage is a
sequence of tokens, we accumulate the number of tokens from the
top of the retrieved list until an answer is found. We compute the
hit ratio (hits@vol), i.e., the percentage of questions for which an
answer document/passage is found, with respect to text volume.

The left plot in Figure 2 illustrates hit ratios for the three retriev-
ers vs. text volume. Both passage retrievers outperform document
retrieval by a high margin because (1) identifying localized infor-
mation is crucial in answering information-seeking questions [14],
and (2) documents are long and are likely to contain extraneous
information that introduce noise into the ranking [35]. The rare
questions for which document retrieval may be required are lost
among the questions for which passage retrieval is sufficient.

3.3 Data Collection

We aim to identify questions for which the evidence is spread
between different parts of a document. Table 1 summarizes the

https://github.com/ehsk/DocReasoning-OpenQA
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Figure 2: Hits ratio vs. text volume for the full NQ-open col-

lection (left), and for the subset on which document retrieval

outperforms passage retrieval (right). Although both passage

retrievers outperform document retrieval by a high margin

on the full dataset, there exists questions for which docu-

ment retrieval outperforms both passage retrievers on the

selected questions. We observed similar outcomes on TQA

and WQ.

Table 1: Number of questions for which document retrieval

surpasses passage retrieval

Dataset

#Questions that Doc wins vs.
Psg-BM25 ANCE Psg-Oracle

NQ-open 462 (12.8%) 177 (4.9%) 81 (2.2%)
TQA 595 (5.3%) 551 (4.9%) 192 (1.7%)
WQ 245 (12.1%) 113 (5.6%) 52 (2.6%)
Total 1,302 841 325

statistics for such questions on the three datasets. Psg-Oracle indi-
cates the best passage retriever out of the two, BM25 as a sparse
retriever or ANCE as a dense retriever. This oracle, which picks
the best retriever in prior to retrieval provides an estimate of the
upper bound for passage retrieval, making the comparison with
document retrieval more robust. In total, for 325 questions (4.5%),
passage retrieval fails after retrieving the same volume of text at
which document retrieval succeeds.

We plot hits@vol varying text volume only on the selected ques-
tions, depicted in the right plot of Figure 2 for NQ-open. We ob-
served similar outcomes on TQA and WQ. Interestingly, ANCE
struggles the most on these questions. It is on par with passage-
level BM25 on TQA and WQ, while falling behind on NQ-open.

4 ASSESSMENT OF FAILURE MODES

When document retrieval outperforms passage retrieval for a ques-
tion, it does not necessarilymean that the question requires document-
level reasoning to be answered. To this end, we conducted a human
assessment, completed by one of the authors, to identify the failure
modes of passage retrieval in our 325 questions.

The goal of our human annotation is twofold: (1) determining
if the retrieved documents legitimately answer the question, and
(2) determining whether passages are sufficient for answering the
question. Thus, the annotation procedure was conducted in two
steps. First, for each question, the annotator checked if the top-2
documents returned by the document retriever contain an offi-
cial answer. Then, for each passage retrieval model, the annotator

inspected top-5 passages. When the question was annotated as
unanswerable, the top-2 passages containing an official answer
were also examined, if they were not already among top-5 passages.
To select a question as a candidate , the annotator scanned the doc-
uments to ensure document-level information is required to answer
the question. This procedure took approximately 5 minutes per
question on average, revealing three broad types of failure modes:
(A) Question-related problems (32.3%): Questions that are

impossible to answer given the knowledge source [3] or are
so ambiguous that they cannot be answered without clari-
fication [42]. For example, the question “The lyric ‘Always
sunny in a rich man’s world’, is from which song?” cannot be
answered based on textual content extracted fromWikipedia.
The question “where will the first round of march madness
be played?” misses the competition year and if it is asking
about men’s or women’s basketball.

(B) Answer-related problems (42.5%): Questions for which
annotated answers are incorrect. For the question “howmany
times has psg won champions league?” the official answer is
46, but the actual answer is 0. Other questions miss variations
of answers that are acceptable. For example, for the ques-
tion“In the mid 1990s what major fossil discovery was made in
Liaoning, China?” the official answer is “Well-preserved fos-
sils of feathered dinosaurs,” but the phrase “feathered dinosaur
fossils” should also be acceptable.

(C) Lack of document-level understanding (25.2%): Ques-
tions that require document-level reasoning in order to deter-
mine correct answers from the knowledge source. A detailed
example of such questions is illustrated in Figure 1.

Overall, we find that for nearly 25% of the questions — 82 ques-
tions in total — document-level cues are critical. These clues include
an understanding of the core topic of documents or of the document
structure. In the remainder of the paper, we use these questions as
a benchmark to explore possible solutions to the problem posed by
the requirement for document-level retrieval.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, our goal is to evaluate simple strategies that are
known to work for document-level modelling on our benchmark to
find whether document-level understanding presents a challenge
in open-domain QA that is not captured by passage-level models.

5.1 Predicting Retrieval Granularity Level

We first investigate if a requirement for document-level retrieval is
a characteristic of questions alone. We build a classifier to predict
the granularity level of retrieval, which takes a question as input
and predicts if retrieval should be conducted at document-level.
Such a classifier is reminiscent of a priori answerability prediction
via the question alone, which can achieve an accuracy of 73% [3].

Our knowledge source is Wikipedia articles from the snapshot
of 20-Dec-2018, following [27, 33]. We used Wikipedia passages,
provided by DPR [27]. Specifically, Wikipedia articles were split
into non-overlapping passages of 100 words [51] along with the
article title that is concatenated to the start of each passage. We use
Pyserini [37] for constructing inverted indices and for obtaining
pre-encoded index files for dense retrieval.
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Table 2: Exact-match accuracy of mixed granularity vs. when

only document retrieval and only passage retrieval is used.

Retriever Full NQ-open Benchmark

mixed granularity 39.7 8.8
only passage granularity 41.4 8.6
only document granularity 33.5 12.1

For passage retrieval, we use the best reported BM25 parameters
from DPR, 𝑘1 = 0.9 and 𝑏 = 0.4. For document retrieval, 𝑘1 and 𝑏
were tuned on the dev set of each dataset separately. We bootstrap
𝑘1 and 𝑏 by repeatedly resampling from [0, 3] and [0, 1] (ranges are
taken from [48]), 100 times with replacement. We use 𝑘1 = 2.5 and
𝑏 = 0.3 on NQ-open, 𝑘1 = 1.5 and 𝑏 = 0.2 on TQA, and 𝑘1 = 2.9
and 𝑏 = 0.3 on WQ.

Training data is constructed by computing text volume of BM25,
as explained in Section 3.2, for both passage retrieval 𝑣𝑜𝑙psg and
document retrieval 𝑣𝑜𝑙doc on the training set of NQ-open. The
label of each question is determined by argmin(𝑣𝑜𝑙psg, 𝑣𝑜𝑙doc). The
dataset consists of 69,896 questions in the training set with 9,848
(14.1%) labelled as document, and 3,610 questions in the test set
with 858 (5.6%) for the document-level granularity. We fine-tuned
RoBERTabase [41] on this dataset for 5 epochs , and with a weighted
cross entropy loss to account for data imbalance. Our classifier
achieves an accuracy of 65.7% (AUC=0.665, and recall=58.7%) on
the test set.

We plug in our classifier into an open-domain QA pipeline with
BM25 as the retriever and Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) [24] as the
reader, providing a mixed granularity strategy. As shown in Ta-
ble 2, this baseline achieves an exact match (EM) accuracy of 39.7%
and 8.8% on the full NQ-open, and our benchmark, respectively.
While the mixed granularity pipeline outperforms document gran-
ularity on the full dataset and outperforms passage granularity on
our benchmark subset of 82 questions, our classifier is insufficient
to solve the problem posed by our benchmark by predicting the
appropriate retriever on an a priori basis.

5.2 End-to-End Results

In this section, we measure the end-to-end performance of various
models on our benchmark of 82 questions. We pair our retrievers
with FiD [24] as the reader, similar to Section 5.1. In addition, we
test two state-of-the-art passage-level baselines, FiD-KD [23] and
EMDR2 [47], on our benchmark. For document retrieval, retrieved
documents are split into passages as FiD accepts only passages. We
restrict the number of passages that are fed to the reader to 100,
similar to previous work [24, 27]. This restriction puts document
retrieval at disadvantage since some parts of documents may be
cut off. We also consider a simple dense document retrieval, known
as MaxP [15], that estimates document relevance from a ranked list
of passages by taking the score of the top-ranking passage in the
document.

As shown in Table 3, document retrieval with our naive approach
substantially underperforms on the full dataset, whereas it beats
passage-level BM25 and ANCE on our benchmark. FiD-KD and
EMDR2 work best on our benchmark even though they operate at
the passage level. Yet, the performance of both models significantly

Table 3: EM accuracy of various open-domain QA models on

NQ-open and on our identified subset.

Pipeline Granularity Full Our Subset

Doc-BM25 + FiD document 33.5 14.9
Psg-BM25 + FiD passage 41.4 11.9
ANCE MaxP + FiD document 38.4 7.5
ANCE + FiD passage 46.6 9.0
FiD-KD passage 49.6 17.9

EMDR2 passage 52.5 17.9
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Figure 3: Hit ratio at volume 10K for various passage lengths

on NQ-open and our benchmark.

drops, compared to the full dataset, thus underlining the lack of
document-level reasoning capabilities in these models. Moreover,
the poor performance of MaxP demonstrates that document-level
reasoning cannot be approximated using passage-level heuristics.
Overall, these results highlight that document-level information is
central to answering the questions in our benchmark.

5.3 Varying Passage Length

One hypothesis is that increasing the passage length can be helpful
when passages are not long enough to reflect the document dis-
course. To investigate this, we vary passage length within {50, 100,
200, 500, 1000} and perform BM25 retrieval for each passage length.
To this end, we construct a separate index for each passage length
and tune BM25 parameters as explained in Section 5.1. Then, we
retrieve passages using BM25 over each index and measure hits
ratio at volume 10K. The results are visualized in Fig. 3 for the
full NQ-open as well as our evaluation benchmark. Even though
the performance declines overall with longer passage lengths, the
hits ratio actually increases on our document-level benchmark.
These results indicate that more context is indeed required to locate
plausible candidates on our benchmark.

6 CONCLUSION

Passage retrieval is not sufficient for open-domain QA models espe-
cially when answering questions requires document-level reason-
ing.We show that this phenomenon is largely overlooked in existing
benchmarks. To this end, we introduce a novel small benchmark,
carefully curated from three well-known open-domain QA datasets.
Our evaluation of the state-of-the-art models on this benchmark
confirms our hypothesis that these models are not fit for document-
level reasoning questions.
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